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Compact Tree Stump Removal
Machinery For Arb Professionals.
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Web : www.predator-mfg.com

ABOUT OUR

COMPANY
Predator are industry leading suppliers of high performance,
narrow access tree stump grinders.
From portable machinery
to tracked, Predator
supply cutting edge tree
stump removal tools for
Arboricultural professionals,
Plant Hire firms, Local
authorities and Contractors
worldwide.
Founded by Arboricultural
professionals for
Arboricultural professionals,
Predator design compact
stump grinders that efficiently
remove tree stumps in tough
access environments.
Suiting the narrow access
conditions of the UK
perfectly, Predator stump
grinders make our customers’
lives easier and their
businesses more profitable.
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 o one else supplies such a
N
comprehensive range of compact
kit. Name any competitor and we
will comfortably show you how our
range of machinery offers more value
and productivity in tough access
conditions.
Decades of shared experience in the
field has given the Predator team a
unique insight into the needs of a
rapidly changing industry.
We have developed an enviable
reputation for being innovators at the
top of our game, supplying solid, high
performance machinery with a back
up service that is second to none.

CHAINSAW
ATTACHMENTS
For an access all areas stump
removal tool, look no further than the
Predator ST661 & ST880 chainsaw
attachments. Fit to the Stihl MS661
or MS880 chainsaw engine.
Manufactured in the UK from
tough lightweight materials. The
attachments can be transported in
any vehicle and are easy to attach
to your saw engine.

PORTABLE

The ST661 & ST880 are the perfect solution for the arb
professional wanting to offer an access all areas stump
removal service, without excessive outlay.
The attachments are compact - The ST661 can be carried at under
25kg. Simply take to site with the rest of your tools and you’re ready
to offer a stump removal service in your own time, whenever you
want. It won’t matter if the stump is in a back garden, up a bank,
down steps, through a property or against a wall, you’ll have the kit
to look professional and complete the job.
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PARAMETER

ST661

ST880

DRY WEIGHT
(OVERALL)

28.8KG
(63.5LB)

31.5KG
(69.5LB)

DRY WEIGHT
(WITHOUT LEG)

24.6KG
(54.2LB)

27KG
(59.5LB)

LENGTH

1667 MM
(65”)

1741MM
(68.5LB)

ATTACHED
ENGINE

STIHL
MS-661

STIHL
MS-880

DRY WEIGHT
(WITHOUT LEG &
GUARD)

22.4KG
(49.5LB)

25KG
(55LB)
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PREDATOR 360
Looking for a small entry level
stump grinder that will deliver big
results? For arb firms with a demand
for residential stump removal, this
machine can be invaluable.
Designed to fit through the toughest
access garden gates, with a central
pivot for quick & easy grinding.

Width

26”

The Predator 360 is a high
performance, compact and user
friendly pedestrian stump grinder.
At only 26 inches in width, and with a central
pivot for effortless grinding, this small machine
makes light work of garden stumps.
In addition, with it’s fold-over handle, lifting
eyes and handles to the front and rear,
the operator can transport the machine in
practically any vehicle.
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* Slew cut stump
for quick and
efficient stump
removal

ENGINE

HONDA 13HP

LENGTH

1300 MM
(51”)

WIDTH

650 MM
(26”)

HEIGHT

1050 MM
(41”)

WEIGHT

145KG
(320LB)

FUEL

PETROL 7.3L
1.8 GALLONS

CUTTING DEPTH

356 MM
(14”)

CUTTING HEIGHT

508 MM
(20”)

CUTTING SWING

812 MM
(32”)

CUTTER WHEEL

355 MM MULTI-TIP
(14”)

TEETH

4 X MULTI-TIP

START

PULL START
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PREDATOR 38RX
One stump grinder for every job.
Why buy multiple machines to offer
a comprehensive stump removal
service when one 38RX does it all.
The Predator 38RX is the ultimate
in refinement. Smooth, powerful
and reliable, it’s the same powerful
spec as the manual 38X, but fitted
with an on-board CPU and industry
leading Scanreco radio remote
control.
Width

26”

With the radio control the 38RX is fully proportional
and as accurate as a lever. The machine is also
programmable, with the tracking and slewing speed
adjustable, great for both operators and hire fleets.
The radio control allows excellent visibility and improved operator
safety and positioning. Grind a stump without having to stand at the
rear of the machine and maintain a safe distance when traversing
rough terrain. Vibration levels are Zero. Control is absolute. The
sophisticated controller with a range of 400 yards operates on a
unique frequency, shutting down the machine if interference occurs.
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ENGINE
LENGTH
WIDTH
HEIGHT

KOHLER EFI
38HP
2400 MM
(96”)

670 - 1000
MM
(26” - 39”)
1500 MM
(60”)

WEIGHT

1000KG
(2200LB)

FUEL

PETROL 17L
4.5 GALLONS

CUTTING
DEPTH

450 MM
(18”)

CUTTING
HEIGHT

800 MM
(30”)

CUTTING
SWING

1370 MM
(54”)

CUTTER
WHEEL

480 MM
(19”)

TEETH
START

6 X MULTI
TIP
ELECTRIC
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PREDATOR 56RX
Access, power, capability - The
56RX has it all.
Built for high performance and
versatility - The compact 56RX will
not only handle residential and
commercial stump removal, but can
also transform into a narrow access
powerpack for site clearance.

Width

7 Tonne Winch
Attachment

Forestry Mulcher
Attachment

31”

With radio control, dozer blade and tow bar as standard,
combined with a rear hydraulic PTO for attachments,
the 56RX is the most versatile compact stump grinder
on the market.
At only 31 inches wide, this machine will work in a variety of
environments, from back gardens to large commercial sites,
delivering results fast. The variable tracks quickly extend up to 46
inches, allowing for stability on rough terrain and inclines. Hook up a
range of attachments to the rear hydraulic PTO, including a forestry
mulcher or 7 tonne winch, turning the 56RX into a site clearance
powerpack.
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ENGINE
LENGTH

KOHLER KDI 56
HP
2815 MM
(110”)

WIDTH

790 - 1180 MM
(31” - 46”)

HEIGHT

1625 MM
(64”)

WEIGHT

1750KG
(3858LB)

FUEL

Diesel 40L
9 GALLONS

CUTTING
DEPTH

635 MM
(25”)*Using
Dozer

CUTTING
HEIGHT

600 MM
(24”)

CUTTING
SWING

1500 MM
(59”)

CUTTER
WHEEL

560 MM
(22”)

TEETH
START

8 X MULTI TIP
ELECTRIC
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PREDATOR POWER
WWW.PREDATOR-MFG.COM

* Machinery specifications in marketing literature may be changed or altered
without notice. Please ask for the most recent brochure, spec sheet or price list
for the latest updates on servicing, machinery specifications, promotions and
prices.

